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Turing pattern formation induced by spatially correlated noise
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The effect of spatially correlated noise on Turing structures is analyzed both experimentally and numeri-
cally. Using the photosensitive character of the chlorine dioxide-iodine-malonic acid reaction-diffusion system,
spatial randomness is introduced in the system. In the presence of noise, Turing patterns appear and are stable
at levels of average illumination that would be more than sufficient to suppress pattern formation in the case of
homogeneous illumination.
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The symmetry-breaking spatial structures associated
the name of Alan Turing@1# arise when differences in diffu
sion rates cause an initially stable homogeneous system
become unstable to nonhomogeneous perturbations.
idea was developed by Turing in an effort to provide
chemical basis for biological structures and patterns suc
those on animal coats. His mechanism has been utilize
describe pattern formation in semiconductor physics@2,3#,
star formation in galaxies@4#, biological morphogenesis
@5–7#, etc. Despite the considerable interest in them, Tur
structures were not observed experimentally until 1990
DeKepper’s group@8#. Since then, the dynamics of Turin
structures in autonomous systems have been investigate
detail @9–11#.

Experiments on Turing structures are most often do
with the chlorite-iodide-malonic acid reaction@12# or its
variant, the chlorine dioxide-iodine-malonic acid~CDIMA !
reaction @13#. Only recently, the photosensitivity of th
CDIMA reaction has been established@14# and used to study
the behavior of Turing patterns in the presence of perio
homogeneous external forcing@15,16#.

The effect of stochasticity on pattern formation has be
widely studied in recent years@17–20#. Noise has been
found to be a significant factor in determining the spatiote
poral behavior of these patterns in oscillatory reactions, s
as the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction-diffusion syste
@22,21#. In spite of these efforts, the corresponding behav
of Turing structures remains almost unstudied. In this pa
the photosensitivity of the CDIMA reaction allows us to im
pose stochastic patterns that locally modulate the control
rameters of the system.

Experiments were carried out in a thermostatted one-s
continuously fed unstirred reactor@15,11,23# at 461°C.
Structures appeared in a polyacrylamide gel layer~thickness
0.3 mm! with immobilized starch~0.5% weight/volume!
separated from the feeding chamber by an Anapore m
brane ~Whatman, pore size 0.2mm) and a nitrocellulose
membrane~Schleicher and Schnell, pore size 0.45mm).
The reagents were fed into the feeding chamber by a p
staltic pump. The input concentrations were; 0.35 mM2
~dissolved in 30% acetic acid!, 0.185 mM ClO2, 10 mM
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H2SO4, and 1.5 mM malonic acid. The feeding chamber re
dence time was set equal to 90 s for all experiments. T
magnetic stirrers placed in the feeding chamber ensured
homogeneity of the solution in contact with the gel.

The gel layer was illuminated with unfiltered light from
tungsten-halogen lamp. The nonuniformity of the light fie
was less than 10%. The light intensity reaching the sys
f, was varied from 0 to 11 mW/cm2. Above 40%
65% (4.5 mW/cm2) of the maximum intensity, the Turing
structures were inhibited. In order to stochastically modul
the conditions in the medium, the lightf, reaching the gel
was projected through a transparency imprinted with a p
tern of randomly distributed black and transparent squa
~black and white from now on! of lengthl. The transmittance
for each square was set equal to eitherTo2dT for the black
squares~with probability of occurrencep) or To1dT for the
white squares~with probability of occurrenceq512p),
whereTo is a reference value of transmittance~equal to the
mean value of transmittance for the casep5q). Thus, the
transmittance functionT( i , j ) can be written as

T~ i , j !5To1dT h~ i , j ! i , j 51, . . .N, ~1!

wherei andj are the coordinates for each square andN is the
maximum number of squares in the transparency for e
direction.h( i , j )561 is a two-valued random number wit
average equal toq2p. The mean transmittance is, the
given by

^T~ i , j !&5To1dT~122p!. ~2!

Each transparency is characterized by three parame
the spatial correlation lengthl, or the size of the square
projected on the gel, the noise intensity,dT ~that gives in-
formation about the deviation of the light intensity from th
mean value!, and the probability of black squaresp, or
squares with transmittanceTo2dT.

Standard protocol for the first set of experiments alwa
kept the average value of the light intensity in the mediu
constant and equal to 50% of the maximum (11 mW/cm2)
and the parameter varied wasl; the average illumination
level was, then, sufficient to suppress Turing pattern form
tion. Illumination was applied to the gel layer for 4 h, and t
pattern obtained was recorded after that time with a C
videocamera. In all experiments, part of the medium w
d-
©2001 The American Physical Society24-1
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kept in darkness~with the rest illuminated through the tran
parency as explained above! in order to measure the wave
length of the Turing structures free from any external infl
ence; in this way, we could ensure that the syst
parameters did not change from experiment to experim
For our experimental conditions and with no external infl
ence, hexagons appeared spontaneously with a wavele
l50.3260.05 mm.

Different experimental results were observed wh
changing the correlation lengthl ~Fig. 1!. For large values of
l ( l .0.2160.04 mm) Turing structures appeared only
the nonilluminated areas@Fig. 1~a!# forming a sort of clusters
of Turing structures. In Fig. 1~a!, the white areas correspon
to the illuminated areas while the darker areas are nonillu
nated. The spots in these latter areas are Turing struct
The pattern of illumination projected onto the reactor
shown in Fig. 1~c!, note that only where accumulation o
black squares occurs, Turing structures arise@Fig. 1~a!#. For
intermediate values ofl, Turing patterns appeared homog
neously distributed throughout the gel@Fig. 1~b!#; here, be-
cause the Turing patterns are distributed over the system
transmittance pattern@shown in Fig. 1~d!# cannot be seen in
the figure. For small l ( l ,0.0460.02 mm!l50.32
60.05 mm) no structure appeared. Experiments were ru
least three times for each value ofl. Since the average valu
of the applied illumination lies well above the transition
the homogeneous state, the existence of Turing patterns

FIG. 1. Noise-induced Turing patterns in the photosensit
CDIMA reaction.~a! l 50.35 mm, Turing structures just appear
the areas in darkness forming clusters of structures,~b! l
50.09 mm, Turing structures covering the whole medium,~c! pat-
tern of illumination projected onto the reactor corresponding w
the experiment in Fig. 1~a!, and ~d! pattern of illumination
projected onto the reactor corresponding with the experimen
Fig. 1~b!. (fo550% fmax55.5 mW/cm2, df55.5 mW/cm2

550%fmax, wavelength,l50.3260.05 mm!.
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result from the randomness introduced in the medi
through illumination.

To compare the experimental results with those from
merical simulations, we employed the Lengyel-Epstein tw
variable model@23,24# modified to include the effect of illu-
mination @14#

u̇5a2cu24
uv

11u2
2f1“

2u,

v̇5sS cu2
uv

11u2
1f1d“2v D . ~3!

Here,u andv are the dimensionless concentrations of2

and ClO2
2 , respectively;a, c, ands are dimensionless pa

rameters proportional to other initial concentrations and r
constants, andd is the ratio of the diffusion constants in th
absence of starch@24,14#. f is the dimensionless rate of th
photochemical reaction, which is proportional to the lig
intensity.f depends on the position~as in the experimenta
case! and it is proportional to the transmittance function@Eq.
~2!#. Thus, for the white squaresf5f01df ~with probabil-
ity of occurrenceq512p) and for the black squaresf
5fo2df ~with probability of occurrencep). df contains
the information of the noise intensity andfo is a reference
value of light intensity~as in the experimental case!. The
critical Turing wave number in terms of the model para
eters is

kc
25

1

2 S 4vo~uo
221!

11uo
2

2c2
uo

d~11uo
2!
D ~4!

with uo5(a25f)/(5c) and vo5a(11uo
2)/(5uo) denoting

the steady-state values ofu andv.
In our simulations, we fixeda516, c50.6, s5301, and

d51.07 ~these values correspond to the initial reagent c
centrations used in the experiments!. With these values we
recovered the three different types of experimental behav
observed~Fig. 2!. The transition between Turing structure
and the homogeneous state under homogeneous illumina
occurs atf52.3. In the simulations of Fig. 2, we setfo
52.4 anddf50.15. Thus, the average illumination was we
above the transition value (f52.3) and the effect shown in
Fig. 2~b! arises solely from the stochasticity in the mediu

So far, we have considered onlyl as an adjustable param
eter. We also varied the other parameters, i.e.,df andfo .
In Fig. 3 we show the boundaries in the parameter spac
the regions where the three different behaviors occur.
define the boundary between Turing and no-pattern regio
we considered Turing structures to exist when the amplit
of the peaks was larger than 1.23@uo(f5fo2df)2uo(f
5fo1df)# @with uo defined as in Eq.~5!#. In this way, we
distinguish real Turing patterns from simple noise due to
change in the level of illumination. The boundary betwe
the Turing structure region and the clusters of Turing str
tures was calculated by comparing the areas containing
ing structures and the areas illuminated. If all the structu
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FIG. 2. Noise induced Turing structures in the Lengyel-Epstein two-variable model modified to include the effect of illuminati~a!
l 55.0 spatial units~s.u.!, Turing structures just appear in the areas in darkness forming clusters of structures,~b! l 52.2 s.u., Turing
structures covering the whole medium,~c! pattern of illumination projected onto the system corresponding with the simulation shown in
2~a!, and ~d! pattern of illumination projected onto the system corresponding with the simulation shown in Fig. 2~b!. (fo52.4, df
50.15, wavelength,l56.8 s.u.).
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lay in the nonilluminated region then we concluded that cl
ters of Turing structures had appeared.

In the previous results, we only considered the case w
p5q, i.e., the probability of black and white squares
equal. The influence of a variation inp is shown in Fig. 4
where experimental and numerical results are presented
define the normalized density of spots~NDS! as the mea-
sured density of Turing peaks in a region, normalized by
density of spots in the reference area~that was kept in dark-
ness, i.e.,f5fo2df). Figure 4 shows the values of ND
measured for different values ofp in experiments@Fig. 4~a!#
and numerics@Fig. 4~b!#. All other parameters were kep
constant. For small values ofp almost the whole medium is
illuminated and very few structures develop while for lar
values ofp almost everywhere is in darkness and structu
cover the whole medium. Notice that, in both cases, ther
a sudden increase in NDS forp50.3 ~for p.0.3, spots cover
homogeneously the whole medium!.

In this paper we have presented results showing that
chasticity plays an important role in determining wheth
Turing structures may appear. Randomness in the sys
parameters stabilizes Turing structures far from their nor
regions of stability. In the present paper the effect of dicho
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mous noise on the medium was analyzed. We found that
square size,l is the crucial parameter. Forl much smaller
than the wavelength of the Turing structures (l>2p/kc),
the system senses an effective homogeneous light inten
equal to the mean value~50%! and no structure can appea
As l is increased, Turing structures appear homogeneo
distributed over the system. Althoughl is smaller thanl, the
probability of forming clusters of black squares increases
their effective size becomes comparable tol. For this range
of values of l, the noise in the medium stabilizes Turin
structures far from the range of stability for homogeneo
illumination @see Fig. 1~b!#.

For large values ofl, the black squares have a high pro
ability of forming clusters. Their effective size thus becom
much larger thanl, and several Turing spots may fit into th
black clusters. Here, regions illuminated and in darkness
clearly separated and Turing structures appear only in
dark clusters@see Fig. 1~a!#.

It is important to note that the appearance of Turing str
tures here reported is induced by the spatially correla
noise under conditions where the average light intensity
strong enough to suppress pattern formation. This mec
nism is not directly related to the formation of localize
4-3
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structures in a subcritical bifurcation@25,26#. Actually, we
performed experiments increasing homogeneously the l
intensityf, reaching the medium and structures disappea
for light values above 40% of the maximum (fmax) ~while
for the experiments in Fig. 1 we always kept^f&
550% fmax).

Other values ofdf andfo were also used in simulation

FIG. 3. Numerical phase diagrams.~a! df vs l diagram (fo

52.4). ~b! df vs fo diagram (l 51.0 s.u.). The regions corre
spond with the three behaviors observed in Figs. 1 and 2, nam
no-pattern or noise, Turing, and clusters of Turing structur
~Squares,h, mark the transition from Turing structures to no pa
tern while triangles,n, mark the transition to clusters of structure
Solid lines are to guide the eyes.! ~Illumination threshold, above
which no pattern can appear when constant illumination is appl
is 2.3!.
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to show that this phenomenon is general and independen
the model parameters.

Here, we have considered only simple, dichotomous s
tial noise and have shown that it is capable of dramatica
enlarging the region of the stability of Turing structure
More interesting phenomena may be expected when
tiotemporal correlated noise is introduced.

This work was partially supported by MCYT under R
search Grant No. BFM-2000-0348.
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FIG. 4. Normalized density of spots~NDS!, versusp, ~a! experi-
mental (l 50.09 mm, fo550% fmax55.5 mW/cm2, and df
55.5 mW/cm2550%fmax; each point in the figure was average
over at least three experiments! and ~b! numerical (l
51.0 s.u., fo52.4 anddf50.16; each point was averaged ov
12 runs to reduce finite-size statistical dispersion!. Solid lines are
guides to the eye.
.
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